LE NICHOIR NEWS
A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR - 21 YEARS OF CHANGE AND GROWTH – THE VISION REMAINS THE SAME
As many of you have watched and been
part of Le Nichoir’s progress over the
last 21 years you have seen firsthand
how the organization has flourished. The
magnitude of support the organization has
received from its founders, volunteers,
supporters and staff is overwhelming.
Our story started with four women seeing a need and
having a vision to care for wild songbirds and aquatic
birds in distress. The growth of Le Nichoir, from its start
in a residential home, to a barn and now to a year-round
facility, demonstrates our community’s acknowledgment
that wildlife has intrinsic value and that we are responsible
for the impact our actions have on it.
The practice of wildlife rehabilitation has also greatly
improved in the last twenty years. Researchers and
wildlife specialists including veterinarians and biologists
are increasingly contributing to our understanding and
establishing standards of care and a code of ethics. After
working at Le Nichoir over 15 years I have seen how the field
has evolved and how access to knowledge and information
has allowed Le Nichoir to leap forward and become a
consultant to many other organizations, offering advice on
our practices and protocols.
Working with wild birds is both gratifying and difficult on
many different levels. There is nothing more rewarding than
reuniting a fledgling with its mother, or releasing a heron

2018

that was injured by entanglement in fishing gear. Though we
have many success stories, working with wild birds also has
its stresses and disappointments.
The hardest challenge when working in wildlife rehabilitation
is educating individuals to focus on the animal’s needs over
his or her own. People must avoid confusing wildlife with
domestic animals. Wild animals are not to be petted, played
with or spoken to. They do not perceive humans in the same
way that your cat or dog might. Though many people have
an instinctive need to nurture, we need to recognize that
giving in to this temptation can have catastrophic effects
on wildlife. We have seen too many instances of birds kept
illegally and tamed, who then struggle to find adequate
food, become nuisance wildlife, are unable to integrate with
members of their own species and, at worst, have died.
At Le Nichoir we have a commitment to each patient to offer
the best care possible with the focus on successful release
back into the wild. Being in the new centre now for over a
year has allowed us to continue to honour our commitment
to more birds, and with the capacity to expand further. We
are extremely thankful to the public for this opportunity and
look forward to continuing to help birds in need.
Best regards.

Susan Wylie, B. Sc. Wildlife Biology
Executive Director of Bird Care

LE NICHOIR Wild Bird Conservation Centre • 637 Main, Hudson QC, J0P 1H0 • info@lenichoir.org • 450 458 2809
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EDUCATION: SEASONAL ADULT AND FAMILY SEMINARS
Le Nichoir has been able to expand its program of adult and
family-oriented seminars. Thanks to the opening of the new wild
bird conservation centre we have been able to respond to the
many requests from visitors and our volunteers for more such
events. Though the Centre has always offered these programs,
the new larger venue has created greater capacity to extend
seminars to the public.
Three different series of seminars have been developed to
cater to different groups. The first series of seminars will be
held four times a year at the Centre and will focus on wild bird
conservation from a broader perspective. Seminars will be
conducted alternately in French and English but finish with a
bilingual question and answer period. The first of this series,
held in October 2017, covered the different ways you can help
birds prepare for the winter.
The second series of seminars, also four times a year, is geared towards families. With a different theme in each session,
these bilingual sessions include a combination of outdoor and indoor activities to take full advantage of both the nature
reserve and Le Nichoir’s diverse education tools.
Our final series of seminars is a monthly story time in French and English, especially for local families with young children.
Held in Le Nichoir’s classroom, each session uses a variety of stories, puppets and crafts to explore the fascinating world
of birds and animals.
For more information or the dates of scheduled seminars and activities, see our website or our Facebook page where all
upcoming events will be posted.

SPECIALIST VOLUNTEERING AT LE NICHOIR
I have been volunteering at Le Nichoir for many years now, including a few as a summer student
while I completed my studies in veterinary medicine. As a recent graduate, I am excited to
continue helping at the Centre. I have always been passionate about birds because they
occupy such an important place in our ecosystem, and this is why I support the Centre’s
mission.

“

Le Nichoir’s employees are excellent at providing care and first aid treatments
to admitted patients. As a veterinarian I offer my expertise with cases
that require further investigation or more technical treatments, such
as birds that require sedation for procedures such as x-rays, or
that involve a more detailed physical exam. I also provide
recommendations for treatment plans and diagnosis.
Volunteering with Le Nichoir’s team has also allowed
me to participate in improving protocols and care provided
to the birds. Le Nichoir is a stimulating place to work as
everybody — employees and volunteers alike — are continually
striving to provide the best environment and care for the birds that
come through the Centre.
Dr. Sabrina Robert, mv
Aussi disponible en français
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AWARD FOR COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION
In November, Peter Schiefke, our Member of
Parliament for Vaudreuil-Soulanges presented
Le Nichoir with the Sesqui Community Service
Award for Environment Stewardship.
This award was created in honour of Canada’s
150th birthday to recognize an exceptional
contribution to the Canadian community and
that of Vaudreuil-Soulanges.

IMPORTANCE OF NETWORKING IN QUALITY OF CARE
Le Nichoir has always stood out for its commitment to providing its staff with continuing education. Even when running
on a shoestring budget the organization understood the importance of investing in its staff to ensure that birds brought
to the Centre were offered current professional level care. It is a field that is constantly evolving as information and
our understanding of wild birds’ diet, housing and medical care requirements can change on an annual basis, so the
knowledge gained at conferences, workshops and lectures is critical to staying up to date.
Attendance of staff members at events such as the National
Wildlife Rehabilitators Association (NWRA) conference in
2017 has generated the simultaneous benefit of meeting
others working in the field who have now become
information sources for Le Nichoir. The Centre has access to
contacts worldwide when looking for advice, with individuals
specializing in the rehabilitation of different species.
We have often reached out to veterinarians and rehabilitators
internationally for special cases where local expertise is
limited. This was the case with a Red-necked Grebe that
was brought to Le Nichoir: a veterinarian located in England
was able to view x-rays and analyze fecal and blood test
results to help our staff with diagnosis.
Taking part in these events has also allowed us to share our
knowledge and grow Le Nichoir’s reputation as one of the
leading Canadian specialists in songbird and insectivorous
bird care. One of the few with such this expertise, we have
now become the go-to organization for others looking for
advice.

FROM SUMMER STUDENT TO FULL TIME COORDINATOR
Last year, Le Nichoir hired its first full-time Operations Coordinator. Weiyi
Liu first joined us in 2013 as a summer student for our wild bird care
program. She recently graduated from McGill University in Environmental
Biology specializing in Wildlife Biology.
Keep an eye out for Weiyi at reception the next time that you visit the
Centre!
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GANNET RELEASE BY JO-ANNIE GAGNON
In early November 2016, Le Nichoir received an unusual bird for our
centre: a Northern Gannet. This lost immature seabird was found in the
Laurentians in a weak, starving, dehydrated and unstable condition.
The bird spent a few weeks under intensive care at Le Nichoir receiving
fluids, feeding and medical treatment. By the time the bird was ready for
release the gannet had missed migration. The other Northern Gannets
had already left the freezing Canadian waters for the open sea, and so
the gannet could not be released until its conspecifics returned the next
spring.
This bird thus spent the next 5 months at Le Nichoir, swimming in a
large pool and eating over 300g of fish every day. At last, in early April
2017 over a hundred Northern Gannets were spotted feeding in the
open waters off Rimouski by the Observatoire d’oiseaux de Rimouski.
On April 14th, a volunteer and I left Le Nichoir with the gannet caged in
the back seat for a very long (and smelly) six-hour drive to the Pointeau-Père dock where we met the members of the Observatoire d’oiseaux
de Rimouski who had been keeping an eye on the group of gannets for
us. And there they were: feeding in the open water a few kilometres
away from the dock.
It was one of the most stressful
releases I have participated
in. Although the young
bird was able to stretch
and flap its wings,
he hadn’t flown in 5
months as gannets
cannot take off
unless at sea in
large open areas.
Could he still do it? We opened the cage, backed away and let him step
out on his own. He walked around, started preening, flapped his wings
and looked out towards the open water. We were getting increasingly
nervous until, after 20 minutes, he opened its wings and immediately flew
perfectly for over 1 kilometer towards the group gannets, until he was merely
a speck on the water.

LE NICHOIR IN THE COMMUNITY

Ecology day in Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue

Aussi disponible en français

St-Patrick’s Day Parade in Hudson

Festival des Couleurs in Rigaud
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INTERNSHIPS OFFER GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
Every year Le Nichoir welcomes interns to the Centre looking
to gain experience in wild bird care and environmental
education. The Centre’s internship program offers a variety
of opportunities to students and international volunteers.
The Centre has partnered with Experience Education
Internship Providers who place international interns looking
to learn new skills and knowledge in order to find employment
in their home country once completed. In 2017, Le Nichoir
received five international interns coming from Belgium,
Switzerland and France. One of these was Elien Van Bael,
an Animal Care student from Belgium. Elien was looking
to work hands-on with birds to learn more about their diet,
husbandry and overall care.

“

I came to Canada for an internship at Le Nichoir for 4
weeks and they were the most memorable weeks of my
life. In Belgium I am studying animal care, so this was the
perfect opportunity to learn a lot more about di erent types of wild birds
and how to handle them without stressing them too much. I never thought
I would have a connection with birds. But during my internship, I developed
a passion for them. I learned how to work with wild birds, but the most important
thing was I became part of an incredible team that made me feel welcome and taught
me a new way of looking at nature and respecting it. Thank you so much for this indescribable
adventure!
If you are interested in Le Nichoir’s internship program contact info@lenichoir.org for more information.

1% FOR THE PLANET
1% for the Planet is a growing global movement of businesses, non-profit groups and individuals
working for a healthy planet. The mission: “We bring dollars and doers together to accelerate smart
environmental giving.” 1% for the Planet targets six areas: climate, food, land, pollution, water and
wildlife.
Le Nichoir, with its focus on avian wildlife, became a 1% for the Planet non-profit partner in 2013.
The generosity of 1% for the Planet business members helps ensure that Le Nichoir can offer
compassionate and professional care to the injured and orphaned birds that are brought to us each
year.
Printed on 100% recycled paper containing 100% post-consumer fiber processed chlorine free and manufactured using renewable biogas energy
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1% FOR THE PLANET – A CORPORATE PERSPECTIVE
EthiSecure is a boutique consulting firm specializing in
computer systems, network and information security. We
help organizations meet their privacy and security targets in
a reasonable, prudent and effective manner.
Several years ago, we looked into supporting a charitable
organization founded upon transparency and sound ethical
principles, and we stumbled upon 1% for the Planet. Their
working model, to have businesses commit one percent
of their annual revenue to environmental causes of their
choosing, appealed to us immediately. The more we earned,
the more we contributed. Makes sense.

cohabitants of our world, and as we continue to change their
habitats and to impact their ecosystems, it is imperative that
we assist them when they need a helping human hand. From
a business perspective, it was critical for us to support an
organization that maintains low overhead costs, in order to
maximize support of their programs and initiatives.
Corporations have a responsibility to support the
environment where they do business, and it is in their best
interest to do so. EthiSecure has chosen to become a
member of 1% for the Planet and to support Le Nichoir. We
encourage all businesses to find and support causes that
are important to them and to the people that work for them.

Having committed to 1% for the Planet, we looked for a
target organization for our contributions, and we ended
up deciding to support Le Nichoir. Birds are vulnerable

Algis Kibirkstis
EthiSecure Services Inc.

WILD ABOUT BIRDS

COURTESY OF THE CANDIAN WILDLIFE FEDERATION (WWW.CWF-FCF.CA)
Cedar Waxwing - Bombycilla cedrorum
16.5–20 cm
Fruit is the biggest draw for cedar waxwings. To entice these beautiful birds to your yard, plant
an assortment of cherry, mountain ash, cedar, raspberry, crabapple, dogwood, serviceberry
or other berry-producing trees and shrubs. They may even be convinced to nest in your yard
if you provide them with apple, hawthorn, bur oak or other deciduous trees, and evergreens
such as cedar or pine. The finishing touch to lure cedar waxwings should be a good source
of clean water. Cedar waxwings are found across all provinces, covering most regions except
the northern half of Quebec and the Labrador mainland.
Northern Cardinal - Cardinalis cardinalis
19–23.5 cm
Northern cardinals eat insects, fruit and seeds. Attract these handsome birds with
fruit trees, shrubs and vines, such as cherry, blackberry, dogwood, wild grape and
serviceberry. These plants, as well as wildflowers, will also attract insects for them to
eat. Dense shrubs, such as native roses or hawthorn, and vines, such as wild grape,
may encourage cardinals to nest on your property. They are found in southern Ontario
and Quebec and a small portion of southwestern New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Black-Capped Chickadee - Poecile atricapillus
12.3–14.5 cm
To attract these cheerful birds, plant coniferous trees, such as pine or hemlock, or perennials,
such as goldenrod or sunflower, to provide them with a good source of seeds. Insects,
especially caterpillars, are an important part of their diet, so be sure your garden has a variety
of trees to provide hunting grounds. Chickadees will also partake of soft fruit, including
blackberry, blueberry and serviceberry. Although they will occasionally use nest boxes, blackcapped chickadees prefer to nest in tree cavities and sometimes in old woodpecker holes.
Black-capped chickadees range across Canada from the southern regions of Yukon and the
Northwest Territories, south through most of British Columbia (less so on the coast), and
across to most areas of the Maritimes, except Labrador.
Aussi disponible en français
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A YEAR OF NEW EDUCATION EXPERIENCES
With the new centre now operating for over a year, we can see what a great facility
it has become, providing a range of amazing new experiences for the children who
benefited from our programs. We would like to thank TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation for supporting our classroom and Bird Protection Quebec whose financial
support for the past four years has helped ensure the availability of our programs.
The new classroom can accommodate large groups for learning experiences, such as
the 60 more students and their teachers who biked from a local school to Le Nichoir
where they spent much of their day outdoors learning about bird conservation and
rehabilitation, and exploring nature.
We also offer activities to groups of special needs children and adults. Our programs provide the opportunity to explore
different materials including our collections of wings, beaks and taxidermy as well as to observe the birds currently in our
care.
Because not all classes and groups are able to organize a field trip to visit us on-site, we continue to travel across the region
bringing our education programs to the public allowing them the experience to get close to nature in a different way. And
these fun and educational experiences are not restricted to schools and official groups: Le Nichoir also organizes activities
and events for private occasions, such as birthday celebrations, either at the centre or other locations.
If you are interested in a program for your group, contact us at education@lenichoir.org or 450 458 2809 for more information.

OPEN HOUSE A HIGHLIGHT OF THE YEAR
Our new wild bird conservation centre proved to be a fantastic venue for Le Nichoir’s annual Open
House. The day’s activities attracted hundreds of people interested in visiting the new Centre and
observing our local wild birds.
The Open House is the Centre’s largest public event and is a great opportunity to learn about our
bird care and education programs, and to enjoy presentations from other like-minded organizations.
New participants were welcomed, including the David Suzuki Foundation, Morgan Arboretum and
Joël Coutu who offered free workshops discussing a variety of wildlife-related topics.
We were very pleased to have local organizations participate including the Club ornithologique
Vaudreuil-Soulanges, Nature-Action Québec, Bird Protection Quebec, TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation, Sierra-Club Quebec, Hudson Fire Department, Chief Top Leaf and COBAVER-VS.
We also received an enormous amount of support from Café Gratitude, Global Pitou Minou &
Compagnons, Lucie Charlebois MNA, La Crème Glacée Hudson, Lee Thompson, Le Signet &
Wizard Art Shoppe, Marie-Claude Nichols MNA, M&M Food Market, Timberlea Veterinary Clinic,
Traverse Oka-Hudson and Peter Schiefke MP.
A big thank you to all those that took the time to come visit us and the birds.
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AVOIDING WINDOW COLLISIONS
Year after year window collisions are among the top three
reasons birds are brought to Le Nichoir for care. Most of
us have experienced that horrible thud of a bird hitting a
window.
Why does it happen? Unfortunately, birds have no concept
of glass. Instead of a solid unyielding barrier, what they
perceive is the outside view reflected, or they see straight
through to what is on the other side of the glass. The barrier
is invisible to them.
Depending on the force with which the bird hits the window
it will either glance off and continue on its way, fall to the
ground stunned and possibly injured, or die on impact.
It is definitely possible to reduce the danger your windows
pose to birds but it takes a commitment to do it effectively.
The best resource for learning how to keep birds safe from
glass is the BirdSafe.ca website.

BirdSafe.ca is led by FLAP (Fatal Light Awareness Program)
Canada. FLAP Canada is widely recognized as the authority
on the bird/building collision issue. Their “Homes Safe for
Birds” pamphlet is full of ideas about how to make your
home less of a risk to birds. It is available at Le Nichoir or by
download from BirdSafe.ca.

At Le Nichoir we have chosen to use Feather Friendly® window film to make our windows visible
to birds, with thanks to Nutrience dog and cat foods for sponsoring the installation of Feather

If the bird does

Friendly® collision deterrent technology. A Do-it-Yourself Feather Friendly® tape is available to buy

not immediately

at Le Nichoir or at laplumeverte.ca.

fly away:

The BirdSafe® website provides several other suggestions on how to make your windows safer. Their

•

suggestions include:

covered box handling it as

Place it in a small securely

little as possible
•

Window shades – Must be installed on the exterior of the window. Several designs and sizes

available from Screenscapes (screenscapesinc.com/shop-safebirds).

•

Place the box in a quiet

location away from pets and
•

Feeder/bird bath placement – Keep feeders and birdbaths less than 0.5 m or over 10 m away

people

from windows. Feeders installed on a window are ideal for your viewing and safe for birds.

•
•

Bird/Window Screen – Install externally mounted window screens using window mounts or

Do not provide food or

water

suctions cups like those of The Bird Screen Company (birdscreen.com).
•

•

Check the box in an hour

•

If the bird has recovered

Decals – To be effective they must be placed on the exterior of the window and spaced no more

than 10 cm apart vertically and 5 cm horizontally.

and shows no visible sign
•

Window Curtain – Hang ribbons or strings on the outside of your windows 10 cm apart. See the

Acopian BirdSavers website (birdsavers.com) for how to make an effective window curtain.
•

Window Film – Perforated window film provides some of the best results for reducing collisions.

of injury, release it in a safe
location
•

If

the

bird

shows

From the outside the film looks opaque and dramatically reduces window reflection and transparency.

signs of injury or remains

From the inside it looks like a window screen. (collidescape.org).

unresponsive after an hour
contact Le Nichoir or your

All of the suggestions can help to reduce the danger your windows pose to birds. Take it a step further

nearest wildlife rehabilitation

and support FLAP Canada’s campaign to advocate for a collision-free urban and rural environment at

centre.

BirdSafe.ca/pledge/
Aussi disponible en français
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ABOUT LE NICHOIR
Situated at the entrance to the Clarke Sydenham Nature
Reserve in Hudson, QC, Le Nichoir’s mission is to conserve
wild birds as part of our natural heritage. Le Nichoir delivers
its mission through: professional and compassionate care
of injured and orphaned wild birds and the development
and delivery of public environmental education programs.

Le Nichoir admits over 1800 birds annually representing
over 100 species from over 180 towns in Quebec and is
recognized as the largest centre of its kind in Canada for
songbirds. The Centre offers public education through
multiple channels; 1) visits and tours of the Centre, 2)
manning kiosks at various community events, 3) phone
calls and emails and 4) formal environmental educational
programs for children including Bird Adaptations: Custommade for Habitat, Avian Detectives and What is a bird?
www.lenichoir.org
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter

SHOPPING WITH A PURPOSE

We are thrilled to see more and more people who want to do
some good with their shopping budget. Le Nichoir benefits
directly when you choose to shop at La Plume Verte.
Everyone gains when you purchase at La Plume Verte:
• Our products are carefully chosen to meet our
sustainability criteria.
• Our feeders and seed mixes are chosen by our
biologists to be safe and appropriate for our local birds.
• All profits directly support our wild bird conservation
programs.
And we have loads of great bird-themed gift ideas everyone
will love!
Shop in person at the Centre
Open every day
9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
637 Main, Hudson, QC
J0P 1H0
Or shop online:
www.laplumeverte.ca
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WILDLIFE FRIENDLY GARDENING
The Canadian Wildlife Federation’s WILD Spaces Certification program recognizes
the efforts Canadians are making to meet the habitat needs of wildlife by officially
recognizing gardens as being wildlife friendly.
Whether you have a small patio or acres of land, find out more about how to establish a
wildlife-friendly garden by visiting canadianwildlifefederation.ca/gardening.
The City of Montreal offers the My Space for Life Garden certification program, with
ideas on designing gardens around one or more of four selected themes: biodiversity,
birds, monarch butterflies or edibles.

Certify your garden as

“Wildlife-friendly Habitat” today!
NATHALIE DUHAIME

CanadianWildlifeFederation.ca/gardening

For details visit espacepourlavie.ca/en/my-space-life-garden-program.

LE NICHOIR’S WILDLIFE FRIENDLY GARDEN
to the Centre, ensures
great habitat for our local
birds and showcases
the beauty of wildlifefriendly gardening.
Our landscape includes
a small pond with
“beaches” so that birds and other wildlife can safely
approach the water. Sculptor Marcel Braitstein donated the
whimsical steel frog that stands guard over the pond. Native
frogs can usually be found nearby.
Nancy Farnum and Roxane Woods built a giant nest on an
old maple snag that overlooks the pond. All manner of birds
— and the occasional snake — find shelter in the grapevine
structure.
Many hours spent perusing the online catalogue of
Horticulture Indigo, a Quebec-based native plant specialist,
resulted in a large collection of native plants surrounding the
building, including an area seeded with the Indigo couleurs
du nord mix — a selection much appreciated by butterflies.
When construction of Le Nichoir’s new main building was
completed in 2016, areas disturbed during building needed
to be re-established and a network of pathways for visitors
installed.
Being a conservation centre, we wanted to bring the
surrounding wildlife habitat right up to the new building. We
also wanted our landscape to inspire others to invite wildlife
into their gardens – particularly birds.
Local landscaper Brian Grubert took on the challenge of
designing a space that accommodates the many visitors
Aussi disponible en français

Probably the most creative part of the garden is the
“potager”, which is used to grow greens and fruits for the
birds in care. Honeysuckle and bittersweet vines drape the
fence around the potager and wild strawberries creep along
the pathways. The ducks love our kale!
The garden requires little maintenance and is appreciated
by wildlife and people alike.
In 2018 we will be submitting our garden to the Canadian
Wildlife Federation for certification as a wildlife-friendly
garden.
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OUR WILDLIFE SANCTUARY GARDEN BY THERESA ROSE PROSEN
Five years ago, having heard about the collapse of the
bee colonies, my husband and I decided to convert our
suburban backyard into refuge for birds and pollinators. We
began based on the guidelines from the Canadian Wildlife
Federation and expanded from there.
We wanted all our plants to be native to our region so
we contacted Horticulture Indigo, who specialize in the
production of Quebec indigenous plants. We ordered their
“Schoolyard Collection” of 45 seedlings from 15 different
species. The little seedlings were so tiny when we received
them that we couldn’t imagine filling up the 50’ by 65’
space of bare soil and some flagstone footpaths. Within six
weeks however, nature did what it does best, and these little
indigenous shoots grew like “weeds”.
By July, we had monarchs in droves. Walking through the
large beds of bee balm would raise clouds of butterflies,
something we had never seen before. Unfortunately, we
would never see it again for after 2012 the butterfly migration
dropped drastically. We hardly see monarchs now. However,
in the late spring and early summer we enjoy the evening
light show from the incredible numbers of fireflies that flutter
through the garden and around us as we sit on the deck
sipping our wine.
The variety of birds we have attracted to the area has been
remarkable, including wild ducks swimming in our small
pond, and a Great Blue Heron eyeing the goldfish.

Every year we add something new to the space. We have
enlarged the pond, changing the pool to a saltwater system
that contains less salt than human tears, and adding more
plants to increase the diversity of species. Last year we
received the Canadian Wildlife Federation’s accreditation
as a wildlife sanctuary and we proudly display the plaque
by the pond for all to see.

Visitors to our backyard are always taken aback by a yard so
exotic for suburbia. The first question we’re always asked is
the amount of time spend maintaining it, and our answer
is short: none. After the initial setup, nature takes over and
these native plants thrive on their own. All we do now is
enjoy the relaxing look and sounds of a cottage atmosphere
without ever getting into a car. It’s a winning combination for
us, and for the planet.

BIRD FRIENDLY® COFFEE

?

WHY LE NICHOIR AND COFFEE?
Le Nichoir supports wild bird conservation by providing professional care of injured and orphaned
wild birds and the development and delivery of public environmental education programs.
We developed Le Nichoir’s Bird Friendly® coffee to promote the preservation of habitat for the
migratory birds that travel from our backyards each winter to the faraway farms that produce our
coffee. Drinking Bird Friendly® coffee is a simple choice we can make to protect migratory bird
habitat.

?

WHY BUY OUR COFFEE?
Bird Friendly® coffee is the strictest environmental standard when it comes to protecting bird habitat. It
is also shade-grown on organically certified farms.
Fairtrade coffee means helping coffee farmers get a fair deal.
It’s locally roasted to ensure it is always really fresh and delicious.
Available at Le Nichoir and other locations.
Printed on 100% recycled paper containing 100% post-consumer fiber processed chlorine free and manufactured using renewable biogas energy
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A VERY SPECIAL MIX
The family owned
Quebec
company
Meunerie Maska has
stepped up to not
only provide a top
quality seed mix for
feeding wild birds,
they are also offering a
percentage of the sales revenues to support Le Nichoir’s
bird care program. The birds and Le Nichoir thank them!

The High Energy seed mix also offers just a bit of corn.
Although corn sometimes has a bad reputation it actually
contains protein and fibre and is appreciated by many
birds such as cardinals, grosbeaks, jays and doves. A wellbalanced mix will contain just a small amount of corn.

The High Energy seed mix from Meunerie Maska will be
sure to please your backyard birds. The secret ingredient
is peanuts. Peanuts are high in protein making them a
favourite of many species of birds. The mix also contains
widely appreciated black sunflower seeds and white millet.
Cardinals and grosbeaks will enjoy the safflower seeds, one
of their favourites.

Ask for Meunerie Maska’s High Energy seed mix in 2, 8
and 16 kg formats at your local birdseed supplier. You will
be feeding the birds a good quality mix and your purchase
helps Le Nichoir provide professional and compassionate
care to the over 1800 injured and orphaned birds brought to
the Centre each year.

We at Le Nichoir like this mix because it is well balanced and
we also like the fact that with the exception of the peanuts,
all of the seeds in this mix are grown on Canadian farms (the
peanuts are from the USA).

THE IMPORTANCE OF WELL-MAINTAINED FEEDERS IN DISEASE PREVENTION
Many people enjoy attracting birds to their yard with bird feeders and birdbaths,
and these can be a vital resource for wildlife. However, because these bring birds
in close proximity to one another they can risk being a site for disease and
parasite transmission. Properly maintaining feeders and baths is therefore
an important consideration when supporting wild birds.
There are two diseases thought to often be transmitted at feeders. The
first, conjunctivitis, affects mostly finches. Conjunctivitis is commonly
caused by a bacteria and is very similar to pink eye in humans. It causes
birds to have swollen eyes with discharge.
Trichomoniasis, caused by a parasite, can affect most birds but finches of the
Maritimes and Quebec were particularly afflicted in 2017. The parasite causes
growths in the mouth and digestive system, making it hard for infected birds to
eat and swallow. A common symptom is
the presence of matted feathers around
the bird’s face and beak.
If you have seen a diseased bird at your feeder or birdbath, these
items should be immediately removed, thoroughly cleaned and
put away for two weeks.
Even when visiting birds are healthy, feeders should be
maintained every two weeks by removing residues and soaking
30 minutes in a bleach solution. Rinse and dry thoroughly before
being refilling with fresh seeds. It is important to ensure that seeds
stay dry and make sure to throw out any leftover seeds. Moist
seeds can harbour toxic moulds and allow parasites to survive
longer outside a host. Baths should also be scrubbed regularly and
refilled every day.
Aussi disponible en français
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FRIGHTFUL EVENT A GREAT SUCCESS
October 31st saw our first ever Halloween event at Le
Nichoir. Organized entirely by our volunteers, there were
activities for all ages, with Halloween-themed mini-games,
non-scary activities for the younger kids, and a fantastically
frightening haunted walking trail. Although perhaps the
weather wasn’t entirely cooperative, the site has never
looked as spooktacular!
Our volunteers surpassed themselves with their creativity
and enthusiasm, from crafting decorations from scratch, to
helping out during the event itself. With a great atmosphere
and a lively crowd, we couldn’t be happier with how
everything looked and the positive feedback from all the
ghosts, goblins, kids and parents who came along.
The date is already circled on the calendar for this year, and
our volunteers are again quivering with ghoulish ideas. Stay
tuned, and meanwhile stay spooky!

ARROWED GOOSE
In early summer of 2017, Le Nichoir received reports of a
goose in Lachute, Québec that had been shot and had an
arrow through its chest.
After the Canadian Wildlife Service conservation agents
went onsite to observe the situation, it was decided not to
catch the bird immediately. The injury was not recent and
appeared to be stable, and the male goose was helping
care for a clutch of goslings. Capturing him at this stage
would have put the goslings at risk as both parents tend to
and protect and care their young.
Six weeks later, once the goslings had grown into selfsufficient adults, the Canadian Wildlife Services with the
help of field biologists captured the injured goose. He
was brought to Le Nichoir for a preliminary exam before
being sent to the Pierrefonds Veterinary Hospital where he
underwent surgery to remove the arrow.

The X-rays also showed that he had four shotgun pellets
in his body. Although this may seem surprising, Le Nichoir
often sees geese admitted for unrelated reasons having old
pellets lodged inside them. In most cases, including this
arrowed goose, the pellets are left in place as they do not
affect the birds’ ability to live a normal life and surgery to
remove them can involve some risks.
The goose spent another six weeks recuperating at the
centre to allow his wounds the time to heal properly. He
was then released at the end of August.
As geese tend to visit the same migration stopover sites
every year, our hope is that this bird was able to reunite with
his mate and offspring along the way down to their winter
grounds.
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COMMON ITEMS HAZARDOUS TO WILD BIRDS
Wild birds have to face both natural and man-made dangers
on a regular basis. Although we often hear about some of
the hazards such as window collisions, many items we
commonly use can also pose a threat to our feathered
neighbors.
Here is a list of some household items you may have at
home that can have negative impacts on birds:
• Sticky Traps: Sticky traps intended for flies or wasps
can easily trap birds attracted by the insects. These traps
are dangerous as birds can easily get stuck to them. To
avoid this from happening place a ‘cage’ of chicken wire
around the trap.
• Tanglefoot®: An extremely sticky substance,
Tanglefoot® is advertised as a natural way to deter birds
from perching in unwanted areas and to control insects
crawling up tree trunks. In reality, this is an inhumane
way of deterring birds. Birds get stuck to Tanglefoot® and
can die if the substance gets on the plumage or beak.
Avoid using Tanglefoot® in areas accessible to birds.

• Rodenticides: Rodent poison can travel up the food
chain poisoning crows, ravens, vultures and raptors
attracted by a dead or dying rodent. Use different control
methods and rodent-proof your house to prevent entry.
• Antifreeze: The main ingredient, ethylene glycol, has
a sweet taste that is attractive to animals including birds,
but it is also very toxic and can cause death even in small
amounts. Be aware of spills and do not use antifreeze in
outdoor water features.
• Open-top hollow poles: Curious birds can fall down
hollow poles and stay stuck or drown. Cover or cap any
hollow poles you have on your property.
• Suet: Perfect to help birds during the cold winter
months, suet melts in warmer weather and can soil
feathers, compromising waterproofing and exposing
birds to hypothermia. Consider offering peanuts or
sunflower during the summer months instead of suet.
• Fishing gear: Fishing line is a very hard to break
making it almost impossible for birds to free themselves
once tangled. Aquatic birds can get snagged by fishing
hooks, while fishing lures can be mistaken for food and
eaten. Be mindful of your gear and pick up litter.

Before: European Starling covered in Tanglefoot®

European Starling after being washed

Fish hook ingested by a Double-crested Cormorant

STEPPING UP FOR A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
To allow children to get a closer look at the birds in care, a new set of wooden steps was
constructed by John, one of our volunteers.
These steps have been installed at the outside of the aviaries and are a great addition
to our visitor experience!
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OUR VOLUNTEERS

THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HELPED OUT AT THE CENTRE AND AT EVENTS IN 2017:
Sarah-Belle Albanèse-Rouleau
Triston Alexander
Ryan Alt
Andrea Bates
Annie Belhumeur
Anakin Benssoussen
Derek Berger
Zoe Berger
Lydia Berryman
Étienne Bérubé
Diane Blackburn
Josée Bonneville
Roxane Bouchard
Wanda Bray
Maryse Brien-Racine
Sara Brodeur
David Brown
Jessica Cadieux
Zack Carter
Stephanie Chan
Brigitte Charland
Denise Charron
Ariane Chénard
Cynthia Chesmer
Cynthia Chesmer
Camille Clément
Karen Cliffe
Sean Cloghesy
Claude Cloutier
Judi Collinge
Gilles Côté
Kim Cox
Lionel Cuccioletta
Denis D’Aoust

Jesse Deluca
Hilary Dempsey
Ryan Denis
Charlélie Desputeau
Wendy Dollinger
Karin Drewery
Sue Drouin
Carl Dubé
Gail Dunlop
Chantel Duperron
Charlotte Dupont
Victoria Dupont
Charlie Dupras
Ann-Marie Elk-Legault
Sawsan Elkhaldi
Dean Eusepi
Lucie Faubert
Denyse Favreau
Sandrine Filion-Côté
Susi Filsner
Gilly Filsner
Robert Foxford
Summer Foxford
Heather Fullerton
Tracy Gallacher
Joaquin Garcia
Alexis Gauvin
Cody Gilmour
Johanne Gravel
Erin Harris
Caroline Héroux
Olivia Houde
Noémie Huet-Gagnon
Abigail Humphrey

Martin Jackson
Catherine Jarjour
Veronica Jensen
Janine Johnson
Nancy Kaudel
Gabrielle Kellock
Peter Kosiuk
Stan Lambert
Sylvie Lamoureux
Anne-Sophie
LeBrun Robles Gil
Thomas LeBrun Robles Gil
Luc Leblanc
Maureen Leduc
Wayne Leduc
Monique Legault
Traudi Leisser
Kathleen Levasseur
Coral Llaneza
Robyn Linchaa
Alice Marlowe
Christine Maskell
Nicole Mason
Marie Massé
Meaghan Mcdermott
Sabrina Milot
Sean Murray
Guylaine Nadeau
Lynley Nakano
Jason Neill
Dana Newbergher
Jackson Nickless
Rebecca Novac
Erin O’Connell

Johanne Oolman
Christina Pagé
Luc Parent
Zack Pelletier
Elyse Perrault
Janice Perron
Eloise Perrudin
Sian Phillips
Bianca Pierson
Jacqueline Plouffe
Lorry Portela
Mia Price
Phil Prince
Pamela Putnam
Ashley-Maria Reed
Colton Reed
Ember-Leah Reed
Samuel Rizzuti
Sabrina Robert
Kristen Roberts
Roxana Robles
Lisa Rosenberger
Kathy Rowe
Marc Roy
Christine Saillart
Émilie
Saint-Pierre-Langlois
Holly Sandwell
Stephan Saplywyj
Maryline Savard
Jill Savouré
Chelsea Scalia
Amanda Schofield
Diane Séguin

Michel Séguin
Camille Slipetz-Bonnell
Charlene Smith
Dana Allyn Smith
Charlotte Soussana
Jessica St John
Paul Stecko
Kirsten Stoger
Nancy Stutz
David Sweetlove
Nanor Tabakian
Laura Tabbakh
Brittany Talarico
Davide Telari
Judith Theoret
Frédérique Tremblay
Patrick Triggs
Myriam Trottier
Josée-Anne Tsigadas
Cathy Valenti
Elien Van Bael
Ryan Veitch
Sophia Von Brauer
Corinne Waheed
Madelyn Whelan
Margot Wilbert
Ute Wilkinson
John Williams
Lise Winer
Sarah Wylie
Dan Wylie
Karen Wylie
Mei Xiao
Athena Zambelis

IN GRATITUDE - TO THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR SPONSORSHIP, ADVERTISING OR SERVICES IN 2017:
2 Barn Owls

David Suzuki Foundation

Geoff Mitchell

Promutuel Assurance

Biodôme de Montréal

Dr. Amanda Glew

Michael Lawrence

Le Signet & Wizard Art Shoppe

Bird Protection Quebec

Global Pitou Minou

Elias Makos

SPCA Montreal

Marie-Claude Nichols,

SPCA Roussillon

BFL Canada

& Compagnons

Café Gratitude

Groupe Godin Inc.

Canadian Wildlife Federation

Stewart Gunyon

Minus 40 Foods

Swift Care Ontario

Lucie Charlebois,

Mark Hagen

McGill Bird Observatory

The Country Gardener

Hawkesbury Ford

Morgan Arboretum

Lee Thompson

Clinique vétérinaire Timerlea

Hudson Terroir Ice Cream

Guylaine Nadeau (SAIRN)

Toronto Wildlife Centre

Dre. Isabelle Cȏté

Pierrefonds Animal Hospital

Claudia Portaro

Totem Roasters

Club Ornithologique

Hôpital vétérinaire Hudson

Pridham’s Auction House

Town of Hudson

Hôpital vétérinaire Saint-Lazare

Poissonnerie L’artisan de la Mer

Traverse Oka-Hudson

Joël Coutu

House of Chef James Mitchell

Rolf C. Hagen Inc.

Union québécoise de réhabiliation

Le Cozy Café

Centre Décor Hudson

Peter Schiefke,

DaBoom! Desserts

Hudson Fire Department

DEV Vaudreuil-Soulanges

LeBaron Catering Co.

Ecomuseum Zoo

M&M Food Market

Espace Construction

Mackoli Catering

Andrew Skowronski

Fastco Canada

La Maison du Défricheur

Luc Parent

Députée de Soulanges

Vaudreuil-Soulanges

Aussi disponible en français

Députée de Vaudreuil

MP Vaudreuil-Soulanges
Skedaddle Humane Wildlife
Control

Studio MMA Architecture + Design

des oiseaux de proie (UQROP)
Wayside Inspection Devices Inc.
Whitlock Golf & Country Club
Patricia Wright
Zoo sauvage de St-Félicien
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SPECIALIST SUPPORT FROM SAINT-LAZARE VETERINARY HOSPITAL
To ensure our patients receive appropriate medical attention, Le
Nichoir works with different veterinary clinics depending on their
specializations.
The generosity shown by these clinics is an enormous help. SaintLazare Veterinary Hospital has been a long-time supporter of Le
Nichoir in many different capacities, including taking x-rays of birds
free of charge. This has allowed us to better diagnose injuries and
establish effective treatment plans.

THANK YOU
The production of this newsletter required innumerable, mostly volunteer hours. Printing it however would not have been
possible without the generosity of the following companies whose sponsorship offset the printing costs.
Join us in thanking them for supporting Le Nichoir and this newsletter.
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This summer, discover...

GREENWOOD
Circa 1732

1 June - 31 August, 2018
Wednesday - Saturday 11 am - 4 pm
Sunday 1 pm - 4 pm
254 Main
Hudson QC J0P 1H0
(450) 458-5396

w w w. h u d s o n . q u e b e c

www.greenwood-centre-hudson.org

ONE TEAM, ONE CONNECTED PROCESS
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

www.espaceconstruction.com
514 636 3738
Aussi disponible en français
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THANK YOU

BROME

®

LEGACY
A GREAT BLEND OF THE BEST
SQUIRREL BUSTER FEATURES!

LIFETIME CARE

SQUIRREL PROOF

WEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

CHEW PROOF

UV STABILIZED

NO TOOLS

BLACK OIL
SUNFLOWER

ES
AV E

VE MO

•S
ED A

SAFFLOWER

MIXED SEEDS

PAYS FOR ITSELF

Y•
NE S

BROME

IN SAVED SEED

®

2.6

LBS
1.5 QUARTS

Unlimited Customer Care
INFO

1-800-856-5685

info@bromebirdcare.com

bromebirdcare.com
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JOIN LE NICHOIR’S REHABILITATION SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

By sponsoring a wild bird brought to Le Nichoir you are contributing the care and release of a healthy, breeding bird back into
its natural habitat. You will be helping Le Nichoir provide the best care possible to that individual animal.
Your rehabilitation sponsorship includes: A personalized certificate of sponsorship that can be given as a gift. An invitation to
a special tour at Le Nichoir with our staff – in the case of a gift, both the purchaser and the recipient are invited to attend, a Le
Nichoir fridge magnet and News from Le Nichoir Newsletter (tax receipt available).
Yes, I would like to sponsor the rehabilitation of a wild bird

OR, SUPPORT LE NICHOIR WITH A DONATION

Donor Information (for billing and tax receipt)

I am pleased to make a gift in the amount of $

NAME:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
EMAIL:
Songbird ($45)

Threatened Species ($100)

Waterbird ($65)

TELEPHONE:

Sponsor information if different (Name to appear on certificate)

Cheque

VISA/MASTERCARD
NAME:

enClosed

(Payable to Le Nichoir)

ADDRESS:

CARD NUMBER:
EXPIRY DATE:

SIGNATURE:

TELEPHONE:
TAX RECEIPT BY:

EMAIL

MAIL

NOT REQUIRED

EMAIL:
VISA/MASTERCARD

Cheque

enClosed

CARD NUMBER:
EXPIRY DATE:

EMAIL:
Please only acknowledge my gift as anonymous

Donate online at:

SIGNATURE:

TAX RECEIPT BY: EMAIL

MAIL

NOT REQUIRED

LE NICHOIR Wild Bird Conservation Centre • 637 Main, Hudson QC, J0P 1H0 • info@lenichoir.org • 450 458 2809

www.lenichoir.org

